
 

 
 

Welcome to the 2011 USC Marshall International Case Competition.   

 

Each year we invite students from schools around the world to participate in this 

competitive event.  Of the thirty teams attending this year, 19 teams represent 

schools from outside the United States.  We embrace all of you and hope you enjoy 

your brief visit to Los Angeles and the University of Southern California. 

 

This year‘s case presents issues which are current and very real to this business and 

their competitors in this and related industries.  Thus, do not feel that the only 

relevant and available information is found within the four corners of this 

document.  While some of the information provided here was only made available 

on the day we went to press, this industry is changing so quickly that there is no 

doubt in our minds that additional relevant information will appear in the days 

running up the time you receive this document.  Thus, you should feel free to look 

for, and use, additional information which you may find online in completing your 

analysis of this case.  References to several helpful sources of information may 

be found in the Appendix. 

 

In addition to testing your skills in strategic analysis this year‘s case seeks to 

address a topic which is very relevant to each of you as consumers.  Your own 

experience with this industry and with the companies covered in the case will no 

doubt influence your perspective.  Give voice to your own insights.  We are certain 

that the panel of judges and company representatives are willing and eager to listen 

to your recommendations for today and the future. 

 

We encourage each individual to enjoy the event and admonish each team to 

follow our motto here at USC: Fight on!



 

Professor Michael Coombs and Kim Esser prepared this case for class discussion.  Cases are not 
intended to serve as endorsements, sources f primary data, or illustrations of ineffective 
management.  Copying or posting is a violation of copyright.  USC Marshall School of Business, 
University of Southern California, February 2011. Page 1 
 

 

HP: Managing Talent in Turbulent Global Markets 
 

We are really serving a worldwide need.  That’s just the simplest way to express it….It’s not to go  

into an area unless you felt you could make a contribution. 

      Bill Hewlett, co-founder 

 

HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact on people, businesses, 

governments, and society. The world‘s largest technology company, HP brings together a 

portfolio that spans printing, personal computing, software, services, and IT infrastructure to 

solve customer problems. The company has over 304,000 employees and markets itself to 

consumers, small/medium businesses, corporate enterprises, governments, and schools in more 

than 170 countries.
1
  The company seeks to remain on the cutting edge while adjusting to 

significant shifts in the technology industry and global economy over the past three years.  HP 

and its competitors have been affected by shrinking demand for its products and services due to 

client‘s cutbacks in the midst of the worldwide economic downturn.  

 

In times of financial and economic uncertainties, companies are looking for ways to build 

revenue but also contain costs.  The impact of the recent global recession turned companies away 

from expansion and growth towards efficiencies in operations and cost savings.  In mid-2009 

PricewaterhouseCoopers in cooperation with the Economist Intelligence Unit reported that cost 

cutting was the leading corporate driver of globalization cited by 50% of those surveyed, 

compared to only 36% before the recession.  Similarly, the proportion of businesses using 

globalization to overcome problems in existing markets has risen to 40% from 29%.  Fear of 

protectionism has affected corporate strategies in some markets.  The IT industry in particular 

must constantly examine their ability to recruit or move talent around the globe as market 

demand fluctuates (see Exhibits 1-3).
2
 

 

By the end of 2010 economists grew more optimistic about the outlook for U.S. growth for 2011.  

Many economists predicted GDP would grow 2.6% in the current quarter, up from the 2.4% they 

projected one month earlier.  They now see stronger expansion in the first half of 2011, with 

growth picking up speed as the year progresses.
3
 

 

Job offers are expected to rise as the economy improves and will generate increased competition 

among global corporations for skilled IT workers.  Telecom, healthcare, and defense contractors 

are scrambling for people with information technology skills.  Some prospective employers 

anticipate raising salaries as much as 10% for workers skilled in network engineering and cloud 

computing.
4
  Cloud computing is predicted to grow from about 2 percent of the global enterprise 

budget to between 15 to 20 percent within five years.
5
  This innovation will increase demand for 

IT workers with specific skills.  HP is leading the industry in virtualization, and now views 

management software as its big opportunity.
6
 

 

In addition, the global recession is creating new and complex challenges for IT companies 

demonstrating the need to: 1) become far more productive, 2) build a truly dynamic 
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infrastructure, 3) manage partner relationships for maximum value, and 4) improve knowledge 

work continually.
7
 

 

Listening to Customers 

 

Affirming HP‘s continued commitment to lead the industry, Léo Apotheker, recently appointed 

CEO of HP, underscored the following key points in a 2010 fourth quarter Earnings Conference 

Call: 

 

Our customers are asking for a solution partner who helps address and solve technology 

AND business challenges.  They want access to information instantly, no matter where they 

are, and they want choice, not proprietary log-ins. 

 

Our Enterprise customers want the ability to work in hybrid environments, both cloud and 

traditional, and this is HP‘s long-term opportunity and advantage.  But I‘m also hearing that 

we need to make it easier for customers to work with HP.  We need to have the right 

coverage model that meets their needs.  And we must be even more focused, on bringing our 

customers‘ products and solutions that deliver the promise of ―Instant-On‖ across the 

consumer, SMB (small and medium business), and Enterprise segments. 

 

I‘m very excited about the opportunity available to us to shape the cloud and mobile Instant-

On platform.  Given our size and breadth, we have a unique position in the market to expand, 

to do way more business in emerging markets, and to become more of a solution provider for 

our customers, and to leverage our own technology across the entire company.  And you 

should bear in mind, that our technology trends are morphing, and they are morphing 

rapidly.
8
 

 

In order to pursue this strategic direction HP will grow organically as well as through 

acquisitions.  Shane Robison, executive vice president, chief strategy and technology officer, 

previously indicated that due to its size, HP would grow through new hires as well as 

acquisitions.  The key concern is time to market.
9
   

 

In January 2011 changes to the HP Board of Directors were announced:  Four individuals will 

step down, five new members will join the remaining members of the board.    Other changes 

being considered include investing more in HP‘s software, networking, and storage businesses, 

all of which are more profitable than the company‘s personal computer and server businesses.  

Research & development spending will increase as well.
10

  Currently software sales contribute 

just 4% of HP‘s $126 billion in revenue.  Mr. Apotheker suggested HP may make more 

acquisitions in the near future in an effort to bolster this segment.
11

 

 

In a speech to the OD Network Conference in 2006 Ms. Marcela Perez de Alonso, executive vice 

president of human resources reviewed characteristics of the HP company which enabled it to 

complete the biggest merger at that time, and a recent organization restructuring.   

 

I am going to give you a little bit of an understanding about the biggest challenges that 

we have faced as a company.  The first one is the scale.  This is a company which has 
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transformed itself several times.  HP had the biggest merger in the history of the IT 

industry a few years ago….  So we have transformed ourselves several times in a short-

time period.   

 

Some people think big companies can‘t change or that they can‘t change that often.  I 

have to tell you that we can, that we have proven successful at change.  We have a 

business strategy and from the business strategy we align the organizational design with 

OD techniques.  We start from the strategy and we align our organization to the strategy.  

We define processes and the culture of the company has to support those processes in 

order to achieve our results.  So we have a new definition for HR business managers.  We 

want them to guide the change.  We are not administrators any more.  We want to be 

advisors, we want to be leaders of change, leaders of the transformation and for that, we 

want to create a lot of assessment skills and competencies that are not in their original 

roles.
12

 

 

HP‘s largest acquisition, with EDS, came in 2008 and added about 139,000 employees.  John 

Renfro, vice president, global workforce strategy, planning, staffing and engagement, is 

responsible for developing global workforce and staffing strategies to optimize HP‘s human 

capital investment. Mr. Renfro praises Ms. Perez de Alonso, for assimilating these holdings 

within HP‘s culture.  He admires her for building workforce planning and talent management 

systems—the latter includes career development and performance management closely tied to 

incentives—that permit managers to drive productivity with rigor.  Perhaps as a result of such 

efficiency, HP had no layoffs attributable to the recession.  HP stock market shares have varied 

due to the global recession and the change in leadership.
13

  Share price declined 19% late in the 

year and closed at $43.25 on November 23, 2010. 
14

  

 

Mr. Renfro considers the challenges ahead.  Growing the services business will require more 

employees with client facing responsibilities.  Employees in the services business will require 

ongoing contact with the customer, to a greater degree than the consumer hardware business.  

Launching cloud and mobility businesses will require developing new strength in the 

organization.  Delivering these services around the globe, in diverse regions will require 

developing an organization with different languages, cultures and values.  How to proceed?  

How to launch these initiatives?  What will be our plan to implement the company strategy 

moving forward?  Where will talent come from and how it will be developed is an issue 

threatening to become one of the biggest challenges for success in the China market, both for 

domestic and foreign-invested firms.
15

 

 

A Human History of the Company 

 

HP began when two Stanford University students William Hewlett and David Packard, were 

encouraged by Professor Frederick Terman to start their own business.  With only $538 and 

workspace in a garage behind Packard‘s rented house in Palo Alto, California, the two men 

began working on a resistance-capacity audio oscillator, a machine used for testing sound 

equipment.  After assembling several models (baking paint for the instrument panel in Mrs. 

Packard‘s oven), they won their first big order, for eight oscillators from Walt Disney Studios, 

which used them to develop and test a new sound system for the animated film Fantasia.
16

  With 
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or without the Disney sale, Bill and Dave were determined to move ahead with their company.
17

  

On January 1, 1939, Hewlett and Packard formalized their venture as a partnership, tossing a 

coin to decide the order of the names.  Hewlett won.  In 1940, with a product line of eight items, 

the two men moved their company and its three employees to a building in downtown Palo Alto.  

During World War II, Professor Terman, who was then in charge of anti-radar projects at 

Harvard, contracted with his former students to manufacture microwave signal generators for his 

research.  When the war ended, HP took full advantage of the growth in the electronics sector, 

particularly in the defense and industrial areas.  The founders also defined their respective roles 

in the company: William Hewlett would lead technological development, and Dave Packard 

would be in charge of management.
18

 

 

Since the beginning, the HP has been about people.  The company was founded as a friendship 

between Bill and Dave which began as freshmen in college.  During 1940 the little company 

continued to grow, and by the end of the year…ten people were on the payroll, including Harvey 

Zeiber, the first employee hired when they were in the garage, and their first secretary, Helen 

Perry.
19

  By 1957 the company had grown to 1,200 people, making it difficult for Bill and Dave 

to know everyone well and to have a personal knowledge of everything that was going on.  So 

they thought it essential that despite HP‘s growth they should try to maintain a small company 

atmosphere and to have their key managers thoroughly familiar with their management style and 

objectives.  They thought if they could get everybody to agree on what their objectives were and 

to understand what they were trying to do, then they could turn them loose and they would move 

in a common direction.  Bill and Dave also felt strongly that if their managers and supervisors 

were to be guided by written objectives, they should have a hand in developing them.  There 

were six original objectives which were refined based upon their experience over time.  A second 

version of the objectives was published in 1966 (Exhibit 4). 

 

Dave Packard concludes a chapter of his book, ―The HP Way‖ with these words:  ―Any 

organization, any group of people who have worked together for some time, develops a 

philosophy, a set of values, a series of traditions and customs.  These, in total, are unique to the 

organization.  So it is with HP.  We have a set of values—deeply held beliefs that guide us in 

meeting our objectives, in working with one another, and in dealing with customers, 

shareholders, and others.  Our corporate objectives are built upon these values.  The objectives 

serve as a day-to-day guide for decision making.  To help us meet our objectives we employ 

various plans and practices.‖
20

 

 

It is said that whenever the business environment changed, Bill and Dave would ask: ―Where is 

the opportunity?  In the last 60 years the company has morphed at least five times.  It was a 

voltmeter company, a microwave company, a handheld calculator company, a computer 

company, and an ink company.  The company continues to make acquisitions which provide new 

technology or which allow them to attract the finest workers.
21

  (Please view the ―Origins‖ video 

which can be found on the company website: www.hp.com, search for Origins.  Then at the 

bottom of the screen select ―Watch the first chapter.‖  If you do not touch the controls you will 

be able to watch all fifteen chapters.  This high quality video will give you a deep understanding 

of the HP culture). 

 

http://www.hp.com/
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Company Businesses and Trends 

 

HP is currently organized into seven business segments, most of which fall under three broad 

units: Enterprise Business, Personal Systems Group, and Imaging and Printing Group.
22

  The 

Enterprise business unit encompasses HP‘s services, enterprise storage and servers, and software 

segments.  HP already had one of the world‘s largest IT services organizations when it acquired 

Electronic Data Systems (EDS) for about $13.9 billion in cash in 2008.  This acquisition grew 

HP‘s revenue from services by 65% in fiscal 2009, and doubled HP‘s employee base.  A year 

after the acquisition, the company changed the name of the EDS unit to HP Enterprise 

Services.
23

 

 

The Services subgroup includes IT and business process outsourcing, application development 

and management, consulting, systems integration, and other technology services.
24

  The services 

business scored a major contract in 2009 when the company formed a 10-year alliance with 

telecom equipment maker Alcatel-Lucent.  In addition to a joint product marketing pact, the deal 

called for HP to take over Alcatel-Lucent‘s IT infrastructure.   HP acquired 3Com in 2010 for 

about $3.15 billion in cash.  This acquisition added to HP‘s ProCurve networking line and data 

center offerings.  The 3Com acquisition also puts HP in competition with networking firm Cisco 

Systems.    The 2010 purchase of Melodeo for $30 million may help HP build the content and 

service side of its wireless business.
25

 

 

HP‘s Personal Systems Group markets desktop and notebook PC‘s to businesses, consumers, 

governmental agencies and schools.  Its computers are predominately Microsoft Windows-based 

systems with either AMD or Intel processors.  The company offers Linux and UNIX-based 

workstations.  The Personal Systems Group also provides handheld computers, calculators, 

televisions, and digital media centers.
26

 The 2010 purchase of Palm may assist HP in the growing 

smartphone market. 

 

Hardware subgroup includes PC‘s, servers, storage devices, printers, and networking 

equipment.
27

  PC‘s still account for about one-third of HP‘s sales, but profit margins for that line 

of business have dwindled in recent years as competition has increased and PC‘s have become 

largely commodity goods.
28

  During the last quarter of 2009, unit shipments in the PC division 

rose 8%, although revenue declined 12%.  Consumers were purchasing stripped-down little 

laptops know as netbooks that sell for just a few hundred dollars.  This was one of the hottest PC 

products but also the least profitable.
29

  Hardware sales remain weak during this recession. 

 

In a recent survey IT decision makers at nearly 1,100 companies indicated that they had put off 

buying PCs this year due to the recession.  However, with continued improvements in the global 

economy, sales of hardware are expected to increase over the next couple of years.  Shipments of 

PCs in the second quarter of 2010 confirm HP maintained its lead while Dell regained its number 

two rank ahead of Acer.  Consumers seeking Windows 7 machines pushed HP‘s personal 

computer sales up 20 per cent to $10.6 billion in the three months ending January 31, 2010.
30
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Top-5 Global PC OEM Ranking in the Second Quarter of 2010 
 

(Ranking by Unit Shipments in Thousands) 

Q2 
2010 
Rank 

OEM Q2 2010 Q2 2010 
Share 

Q1 2010 Q1 2010 
Share 

Sequential 
Growth 

Q2 2009 Year Over 
Year 
Growth 

1 HP 14,955 18.1 % 15,965 19.6% -6.3% 13,420 11.4% 

2 Dell 10,541 12.8% 10,668 13.1% -1.2% 9,035 16.7% 

3 Acer 10,191 12.4% 10,870 13.3% -6.2% 8,208 24.2% 

4 Lenovo 8,327 10.1% 7,020 8.6% 18.8 5,645 47.5% 

5 Toshiba 4,456 5.4% 4,575 5.6% -2.6% 3,312 34.5% 

 Others 34,020 41.2% 32,499 39.8% 4.7% 27,562 23.4% 

 Total 82,490 100.0% 81,596 100.0% 1.1% 67,180 22.8% 

 

Source: Matthew Wilkins, Dell Climbs back to No. 2 in Global PC market. October 11, 2010. 
 

Software:  HP‘s software offerings include a collection of IT management tools it markets as HP 

Business Technology Optimization (BTO) suite which includes tools for automating tasks 

associated with data center and client computer management.  With increased interest in cloud 

computing competitors have moved quickly to acquire companies in the security and privacy 

arena.  In a series of acquisitions HP purchased data center and client management firm Opsware 

for approximately $1.6 billion in 2007.  To boost its security software business HP bought 

Fortify in August 2010.  In October 2010 HP paid $1.5 billion for ArcSight software which is 

used to track and monitor data flow throughout an organization to prevent network hacking, 

theft, and internal fraud.  ArcSight‘s products can be deployed across a variety of IT assets 

(guarding networks, data centers, and PC‘s) and helps HP expand its reach beyond the PC.
31

 

 

The recent battle between HP and Dell for enterprise storage specialist 3PAR was an 

unprecedented event in the storage industry, and the eventual price tag of $2.4 billion reflects the 

lengths that two players were prepared to go in order to own intellectual property in this space.  

It should put to bed any doubts that, following a brief hiatus, the enterprise market is once again 

the place to be in storage.
32

  Cisco acquired a small interest in VMware; Intel purchased McAfee 

security software.  Detailed descriptions of each HP business unit are available on the HP 

website.
33

  

 

Signs of Economic Recovery are Emerging 

 

A survey conducted by McKinsey in the third quarter of 2010 reported that 51 percent of 

executives responding to the survey believe the world economy is in recovery; 58 percent say so 

about their own countries.  When asked: ―How do you expect the size of your company‘s 

workforce to change, if at all, by the end of 2010?‖ thirty eight percent of respondents expected 

their workforce to increase, up from 31 percent one month earlier.  Grouped by industry, high 

tech / telecom rose from 30 to 45 percent, and manufacturing increased from 29 to 45 percent 

from the previous month.  Executive perspectives were weaker in North America.  When asked 

―How are current economic conditions in your country compared with 6 months ago?‖ a total of 
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35 percent in North America say they are better, compared with 56 percent in the rest of the 

world.
34

 

 

By 2025, worldwide population is expected to increase by 20%, and the population in the 

world‘s cities will grow by more than 1 billion people—the equivalent of adding a Beijing every 

other month.  And as the human population explodes, an information explosion is going on as 

well.  The total amount of information is projected to double every four years, with digital 

content doubling every 18 months.  These shifts will present the world‘s governments, 

businesses, and citizens with tremendous challenges—but also tremendous opportunities.
35

  

Shane Robison, at ITxpo 2010 said he feels Information—not oil or water, as important as they 

are—will be the most critical resource of the future.
36

 

 

The emergence of cloud-based IT partly explains why the focus is swinging back to the high end.  

IT processes, workloads and applications are on a migration path—either into massively 

consolidated and virtualized internal datacenters or away from on-premises internal data centers 

and toward third-party cloud-based IT-as-a-a-service providers.
37

  The use of both private and 

public cloud applications are expected to increase.  Networking and mobile applications continue 

to gain customer acceptance in the marketplace. 

 

Developing Global Markets 

 

Major players in the high tech space have intensified their efforts at developing global markets.  

All eyes are on China for hardware and software sales.  The Chinese market is expected to 

become the largest in the world by unit shipments in 2011.  Lenovo leads in its Chinese home 

market, with 30 per cent of all shipments.  HP and Dell are the only other players with a sizeable 

share.
38

   

 

Acer has twice failed to get China right.  First, it tried to treat China like an extended home 

market, replicating the model that helped get it started in Taiwan by managing sales outlets.  But 

since China is so much bigger and more regionally diverse, costs quickly exploded, while the 

company still failed to reach all corners of the market or properly understand consumers‘ 

preferences.  In 2005, Acer conceded defeat.  It abandoned the idea that its common language 

and cultural background would give it a special position in China and decided to treat China as 

just another foreign market (see CAGE Model discussion below).  It started relying on large third 

party distributors, a strategy that had catapulted it to the top ranks in western markets.  That also 

failed.  In China, electronics retail chains with a national reach account for a much smaller part 

of the market than in the US, as smaller distributors and retailers dominate in certain regions.  

Acer ended up remaining confined to China‘s largest cities, while Lenovo and even HP and Dell 

made inroads in smaller towns that are becoming the most dynamic part of the Chinese PC 

market.
39

 

 

The rise of multinationals in India is also being influenced by broader trends of consolidation in 

the outsourcing industry.  For example, computer maker Dell, which in 2011 doubled its 

headcount to 21,500 in India with its Perot Systems acquisition, is using its India base not just as 

a global support hub but also to hunt for customers in the Indian market, which is growing at 15-

20 per cent. 
40
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IBM has also commented on these trends and shifts. In 2007 IBM had more employees in India 

than in any other country except America.  In a speech at INSEAD business school in France in 

2006, CEO Palmisano set IBM‘s Indian move in the context of a modern multinational company.  

This, he said, had passed through three phases.  First was the 19
th

-century ―international model,‖ 

whereby firms were based in their home country, but sold goods through overseas sales offices.  

Then came the classic multinational firm, in which the parent company created similar versions 

of itself in countries around the world.  This was how Mr. Palmisano found IBM when he joined 

it in 1973.  The third model, argues Mr. Palmisano, the IBM he is now building, is the ―globally 

integrated enterprise.‖  Rather than have a parent with lots of Mini-Mes around the world, such a 

firm shapes its strategy, management and operations as a single global entity.  It puts people and 

jobs anywhere in the world ―based on the right cost, the right skills and the right business 

environment.  And it integrates those operations horizontally and globally.‖  In this approach, 

work flows to the places where it will be done best,‖ that is, most efficiently and to the highest 

quality.  The forces behind this are irresistible,‖ he says.  ―The genie‘s out of the bottle and there 

is no stopping it.‖
41

 

 

 
Source: John Boudreau, IBM‘s Global Talent Management Strategy: The vision of the globally integrated 

enterprise. Society for Human Resource Management, 2010. p. 2). 

 

Competitor Dynamics 

 

As the industry continues to consolidate, HP and IBM are encroaching on each other‘s turf.  The 

two firms compete most aggressively in the computer server market, but in the last few years 

they have begun to battle more in enterprise software, storage technology, and information-

technology services.
42

  HP competes across the board with IBM, Dell, and Oracle at the top of 

the server market.  Its data storage products compete with those of IBM, and the allied powers of 

Sun/HDS and Dell/EMC.  HP competes with imaging firms Canon and Xerox, and Dell who 

sells Lexmark printers.
43

  Xerox, like IBM and HP, has been recasting itself as a services 

company.  Xerox now gets nearly 50% of its revenue from services, rather than hardware, up 
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from 23% last year.  Xerox has reported steady increases in earnings, thanks in part to the better 

profit margins of service businesses.
44

   

 

In the past, big companies were in adjacent sectors, minding their own business.  Today, 

hardware makers such as Dell and HP are getting into software, and software companies like 

Oracle are getting into hardware.  The goal is to be able to sell software in tandem with computer 

hardware and help corporate customers tackle complex tasks like managing global shipments of 

components or gleaning new insights from data. ―We had 15 years of relative peace where 

everyone had their own patches and you had all these wonderful camps and coalitions,‖ says 

James Alexander, senior vice president of Info-Tech Research Group.  ―Now these guys need to 

keep driving top-line revenues and market share, and the only way to do that is through 

acquisitions and getting into somebody else‘s business.‖
45

  One area where IBM will not 

compete with HP is personal computers.  In 2005 IBM sold its PC business to China‘s Lenovo 

Group for $1.75 billion. 

 

Demand for data storage and management is expected to continue to grow as companies and 

governments use more space to hold the billions of emails, customer orders and other vital 

information needed to run their operations; however, the number of companies that provide the 

needed storage—as well as the ability to manage the documents—is limited.  As a result, the 

large tech companies that serve businesses‘ technology needs have focused their attention on the 

niche data storage and analytics market, sending valuations of those companies significantly 

higher than their current earnings and revenue would suggest.
46

  Here are a few of HPs largest 

competitors.   

 

IBM 

Through divestitures and organizational changes IBM is shrinking its lower margin hardware 

operations and growing its IT and business services units.  IBM sold its PC business to Lenovo 

in 2005.  IBM is playing catch-up to HP in server sales.  HP‘s share rose to 32 percent in mid-

2010, while IBM‘s share slipped to 27% after dominating the market for two years.  Demand for 

lower-end servers where HP is stronger is rebounding faster than the market for IBM‘s high end 

servers.
47

  Services now accounts for over half of sales.  They are among the industry leaders in 

enterprise server and data storage products.  A series of acquisitions in recent years have 

increased their presence in business process engineering and cloud computing.  This is part of 

IBM‘s Information Agenda that will provide customers with better data analysis technology.  In 

September, 2010 IBM agreed to acquire data specialist Netezza Corporation for $1.7 billion.   

 

All these efforts support the company‘s global sales strategy of providing complete backend data 

communications and processing systems (made up of its software and computing equipment) to 

large corporate, public sector, and education clients in 170 countries.  International revenues 

account for a growing portion of total revenues as the company seeks opportunities outside the 

mature markets of North America, Europe, and Japan.
48

 

 

Oracle 

This enterprise giant offers a range of tools for managing business data, supporting business 

operations, and facilitating collaboration and application development.  The firm also offers 

business applications for data warehousing, customer relationship management (CRM), and 
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supply chain management.  In recent years the company has aggressively used acquisitions to 

expand including the purchase of PeopleSoft for $10.3 billion, Siebel Systems for $5.85 billion, 

and BEA Systems for $8.5 billion.  Including a number of additional acquisitions the company 

has spent more than $40 billion on acquisitions in 2004-2009, mostly in the U.S.  International 

sales and operations are a major area of focus for Oracle, with clients outside the US accounting 

for 56% of sales.  International sales are evenly distributed throughout the world, with no single 

country outside the US accounting for more than 10% of sales.
49

 

 

Oracle CEO Larry Ellison is on the offensive against competitors.  During an introduction in 

December 2010 of some powerful new systems and servers achieving a world record in database 

speed he characterized Oracle as a huge Cheetah, IBM as a midsize racehorse, and HP as a little 

turtle.  Then he made his intentions toward HP unmistakably clear: 

 

―There should be no misunderstanding: We think the HP machines are vulnerable, we 

think they‘re slow, we think they‘re expensive.  We think they‘re vulnerable in the 

marketplace and we‘re gonna go after them. 

 

―We‘re gonna go after them in the marketplace with better software, better hardware, and 

better people, and we‘re gonna win market share against those guys in the database 

business, in the middleware business, in the server business, and in the storage business 

because we have better products.  We just have better products,‖ Ellison said. 
50

 

 

Dell 

One of the world‘s top suppliers of PCs, Dell also offers network servers, data storage systems, 

printers, Ethernet switches, and peripherals, such as displays and projectors for the consumer, 

education, enterprise, and government sectors.  The company‘s growing services unit provides 

asset recovery, financing, infrastructure consulting, support, systems integration, and training.  

Nearly half its revenues are generated outside the U.S.  While trying to maintain market share in 

the PC market, Dell has also used acquisitions to expand in services, storage, and enterprise 

software.  PC sales accounted for about 55% of sales in fiscal 2010.  Dell‘s notebook line 

accounts for almost a third of its sales.  Though not as acquisitive as some of its rivals, Dell 

made targeted purchases to grow its product line and service capabilities.  In 2009 Dell launched 

a portfolio of 14 new products—including servers, workstations, storage systems, and third-party 

IT management software.  This integrated product line competes with the comprehensive 

offerings of its chief rivals in the enterprise market, HP and IBM.  The company‘s software and 

peripherals segment encompasses Dell-branded displays and printers, as well as third-party 

peripherals, consumer and enterprise software, digital cameras, printers, and televisions.  In 2009 

Dell entered the Smartphone market with an Android OS phone they call the Mini 3.
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In September 2010, Dell lost the opportunity to acquire 3PAR to HP, who bid $2.1 billion.  Next, 

IBM acquired Netezza for about $1.7 billion, and EMC Corporation snagged Isilon Systems Inc. 

for about $2.25 Billion.  Dell is currently close to acquiring data storage company Compellent 

Technologies Inc.
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SAP 

SAP is the leading provider of enterprise resource planning (ERP) software used to integrate the 

back-office functions such as distribution, accounting, human resources, and manufacturing has 

expanded into related fields such as business intelligence, CRM software, database products, and 

mobile infrastructure tools.  The company acquired business intelligence software provider 

Business Objects for $6.8 billion in 2008 and bought Sybase for about $5.8 billion in 2010.  

These purchases were partly in response to competitive pressures from Oracle, Microsoft, HP, 

and IBM.  The Sybase purchase added both database products and tools for transmitting and 

managing data to Smartphones and other mobile devices; it also increased SAP‘s competition 

with Oracle, which has been particularly aggressive in encroaching on SAP‘s territory in recent 

years.  Like many large software providers, SAP is working towards making much of its 

software available as hosted, on-demand applications as more and more customers move from 

traditional client/server installed software to distributed software in cloud-computing 

environments.  It has enhanced its service offerings (with an emphasis on expanding its services 

for large enterprise clients) and focused on key industries such as banking, retail, utilities, and 

the public sector.
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Of other companies big enough to mount an acquisition, IBM turned its back on the applications 

business in the 1990s and has shown little indication of returning, while Microsoft—which made 

an attempt to acquire SAP three years ago—is focused on competing with Apple and Oracle in 

the mobile and online markets.‖The big question is: will the current management be able to 

prove that it can reinvent SAP [without a partner]?  I don‘t see the visionary who could 

meaningfully drive such a restart‖ says Helmuth Gumbel, managing partner at IT research firm 

Strategy Partners.
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Cisco 

Cisco Systems and HP were once close-knit partners, filling complementary niches in the 

hardware companies use to run their businesses.  ―Cisco‘s entry to the server market pretty much 

soured the relationship between these two companies.  HP has branched into networking with a 

sales promotion giving customers a 20% discount off the list price of certain switching systems if 

they shift away from comparable gear sold by networking rival Cisco.
55

  Dominating the market 

for Internet protocol-based networking equipment, Cisco provides routers and switches used to 

direct data, voice, and video traffic.  Other products include remote access servers, IP telephony 

equipment, optical networking components, internet conferencing systems, set-top boxes, and 

network and security systems.  The company sells its products primarily to large enterprises and 

telecommunications service providers, but it also markets products designed for small businesses 

and consumers such as routers, modems, and home network management software.  Cisco 

obtains about half of its sales in North America.   

 

In 2010, Cisco bought CoreOptics, a German-American developer of integrated circuits and 

optical network transponders capable of delivering high-speed data transmission rates, for about 

$99 million.  With global IP traffic projected to grow 40% per year due to high demand for cloud 

computing services, mobile data services, and video streaming, Cisco could find plenty of 

applications for the CoreOptics technology.  The deal also boosted Cisco‘s presence in Europe.  

Additional acquisitions of wireless technology firm Arch Rock and network management 

software firm LineSider add further strength to Cisco‘s network and cloud activities.  Cisco faces 
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fellow giants and swift upstarts across all of its market segments.  It shares the Ethernet switch 

market with companies ranging from the pioneering 3Com (now owned by HP) to relative 

newcomer Extreme Networks.  Juniper Networks made aggressive moves to wrestle market 

share from Cisco in their core router market; and telecommunications leader Alcatel-Lucent is a 

formidable opponent in a number of markets, including IP telephony, where Cisco also competes 

with Avaya.  Cisco unveiled a new line of hardware called the Unified Computing System in 

2009.  Designed to simplify the computing and networking resources in data centers, the product 

line—which includes blade servers—places Cisco in direct competition with traditional partners, 

such as HP and IBM.
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InfoSys 

One of India‘s leading technology firms, Infosys Technologies provides software development 

and engineering to corporate clients through a network of development centers in Asia, Europe, 

and North America.  Additional services include data management, systems integration, project 

management, support, and maintenance services.  Subsidiary Infosys BPO offers business 

process outsourcing (BPO) services, and US-based Infosys Consulting provides strategic 

consulting.  Infosys gets effectively all of its sales from international markets, with North 

America accounting for two-thirds of the total.  Clients come mainly from financial services, 

manufacturing, telecom, and retail industries.  The acquisition of US-based McCamish Systems 

in 2009 increased the portfolio of services for the insurance and financial services industries, 

which account for about one-third of sales.  Infosys said later in 2009 that it plans to double its 

workforce in the US where it foresees a continued increase in demand for outsourcing contracts.  

Closer to home the company is investing in its infrastructure to handle the increased demands on 

human resources required by the growth of its business.  Infosys opened a new training facility in 

India in 2010 to prepare more personnel for their development and support duties.
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Wipro 

One of India‘s leading providers of system integration and outsourcing services.  Operating in 

more than 30 countries, Wipro Technologies offers software development and business process 

outsourcing (BPO) services, as well as consulting and product engineering.  Its Wipro Infotech 

unit focuses on providing IT products and services to customers in India and the Asia/Pacific 

region.  Wipro‘s expanding technology services business accounted for around 85% of the 

company‘s revenues in 2010.  The company has benefitted especially from the trend of cost-

conscious companies, particularly in the US, looking to outsource their IT operations as they try 

to boost profits.  However, a weakened US economy has Wipro looking to developing markets in 

Asia, Europe, and the Middle East for growth.  To this end, the company opened a new Wipro 

Technologies office in South Korea in mid-2010.
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Accenture 

The world‘s largest consulting firm, Accenture offers management consulting, information 

technology, and systems integration and business process outsourcing services to customers 

around the globe.  The company divides its practices into five main operating groups—

communications and high technology , financial services, public service, products, and 

resources—that encompass more than 15 industries.  Revenue from outside the United States 

makes up a majority of its sales mix.  Accenture is looking to India, Brazil, China, Japan, and the 

Philippines as key areas for expansion.  In the past couple years Accenture has acquired Ariba, a 
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provider of supply chain software and AdVal Technology, a provider of freight management 

software and technology.  In 2009 Accenture obtained the Symbian professional services unit of 

Nokia.  The acquired operations provided a broad range of embedded software services for 

mobile devices.
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HCL  

HCL Technologies is one of the top five-largest offshore IT service providers in India.  It offers a 

variety of technology consulting services, including application and enterprise consulting, 

infrastructure management, and product engineering.  The company also provides management 

services for customer contact, technical support, and other outsourced business processes.  HCL 

Technologies boasts a diverse customer base that includes Boeing, General Motors, Microsoft, 

and Xerox.  It has office in more than 25 countries, but earns more than half of its revenues from 

customers in the US.  HCL Technologies is the sister company to computer manufacturer HCL 

Infosystems.   

 

HCL Technologies earns the majority of its revenue from software development—designing, 

testing, and implementing platforms across a range of industries, including aerospace, financial 

services, insurance, media, retail, and telecom.  Business process outsourcing (BPO), operated 

through its HCL BPO division, accounts for about 15%.  HCL BPO operates from 21 locations 

in India, the UK, and the US.  HCL Infrastructure Service Division (HCL ISD), its fastest 

growing division, accounts for about 10% of revenue.
60

  When competition among the largest IT 

companies intensified to capture work among the Fortune 200 corporations, HCL CEO Vineet 

Nayar avoided head-to-head competition by focusing on the remaining 800 companies on the 

Fortune global 1000 list. 

 

Challenges of Doing Business in Global Markets 

 

Globalization is now a two way street.  In the past, MNC‘s from high income countries would 

seek opportunities in lower wage countries for offshoring or outsourcing.  Today, globalization 

includes some very progressive companies in low or moderate income countries establishing 

operations in high income countries.   

 

The CAGE model at the Country Level 

 

The CAGE framework is an acronym for four broad components of distance: cultural, 

administrative, geographic, and economic.  These four components often intertwine: for 

example, it is hard to imagine countries being close to each other administratively—say, part of a 

free trade area—unless they also happen to be close culturally, geographically, or 

economically.
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Cultural Distance 

 

Culture refers to the attributes of a society that are sustained mainly by interactions among 

people, rather than by the state (as lawgiver or enforcer).  Cultural differences between countries 

generally tend to reduce economic interactions between them.  Language‘s effects in this regard 

are perhaps the most obvious.  Other aspects of cultural distance that can be measured 
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systematically and have been shown to dampen economic exchange include differences in 

ethnicity and religion, a lack of trust, and variations of egalitarianism.
62

 

 

Administrative Distance 

 

Administrative attributes encompass laws, policies, tariffs and institutions that typically emerge 

from a political process and are mandated or enforced by governments.  International 

relationships between countries, including treaties and international organizations, are included 

as well, on the grounds that these relationships are sustained by the countries that create or 

support them. 

 

Geographic Distance 

 

The geographic attributes of countries that can affect cross-border economic activity mostly 

grow out of natural phenomena, although some human interventions may also be involved.  

However, geographic distance is more than simply a matter of physical distance between the 

capitals of two countries.  Other attributes that must be considered include the presence or 

absence of a common land border, differences in time zones and climates, and, in unilateral 

terms, access to the ocean, topography, and within-country distances to borders. 

 

Economic Distance 

 

Economic distance refers to differences that affect cross-border economic activity through 

economic mechanisms distinct from the cultural, administrative, or geographic ones already 

considered.  Rich countries engage in more cross-border economic activity than do their poorer 

cousins.  And, as implied by the positive relation between per-capita GDP and trade and 

investment flows, most of this activity occurs with other rich countries. 

 

The CAGE model at the Industry Level 

 

Most executives comparing two countries are likely to want to do so from the perspective of a 

particular industry.  In such situations, the impact of differences between countries is conditioned 

by industry characteristics, which must be taken into account for most applications of company 

strategy.  Linguistic sensitivity is one indicator of cultural difference.  Languages matter more in 

software or TV programming. 

 

Administrative distance most often grows out of the desire to protect or regulate domestic 

industries.  These kinds of barriers are most likely to be built if a domestic industry meets one or 

more of the following criteria:  It produces staples, such as food, fuel, or electricity.  It produces 

an entitlement good or service.  It is a large employer.  Industries that represent large voting 

blocs often receive state support in the form of subsidies or import protection.  It is a large 

supplier to the government.  It is seen as a national champion, a symbol of the countries 

competitiveness.  It is, or is construed as, vital to national security.  It controls natural resources.  

Lastly it involves large sunk costs.  That is, industries which require large, irreversible 

geographically specific investments are highly vulnerable to holdup by governments once those 

investments have been made. 
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Geographic distance is evident in products that have low value-to-weight /bulk ratios, products 

prone to hazards or high perishability in transport, or products that present significant local-

presence requirements. 

 

To examine economic sensitivity on a micro, industry level it is useful to decompose value for a 

representative firm in an industry into costs on the supply side, and willingness to pay on the 

demand side.  On the supply side, economic distance is likely to have the greatest impact on 

products whose cost structures are dominated by factors with absolute costs that vary a lot 

internationally.  While products with high labor-intensity stand out in this respect, the reality of 

semi-globalization reminds us that even the costs of factors such as capital are subject to some 

degree of location-specificity and associated variation. 

 

On the demand side, large differences in willingness to pay—usually associated with per-capita 

incomes—creates incentives to look beyond national borders.…Industries that demand lots of 

variety, agility, or responsiveness are also likely to experience relatively low levels of cross-

border international exchange because of the extra complexity costs.
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Cultural Dynamics 

 

Another framework for identifying and evaluating challenges in working with employees from 

different countries or regions is Hofstede‘s cultural values framework.
64

  Values differ across 

cultures.  Understanding these differences can help explain and predict behavior of employees 

from different countries.  Anticipate expected outcomes of cross-cultural interactions.  For 

instance, when a multinational organization sends an expatriate manager to open or supervise an 

offshore facility. 

 

Mark Doll, Managing Partner, business advisory services, Ernst & Young, in China, says that 

while blended western and eastern business values work in countries such as Singapore and 

Hong Kong, China is distinctly different.  Some Chinese companies have embraced western 

values; the vast majority is still state-owned with a command and control management style.  

The Communist party has huge influence over these companies.  ―Saving face,‖ which has been 

engineered out of the Hong Kong or Singapore market, still exists in China.
65

  

 

Hofstede‘s Framework for Assessing Cultures compares cultural values in five dimensions.  

Fuller descriptions and helpful comparative resources are available at Hofstede‘s website.
66

   

 

Power Distance describes the degree to which people in a country accept that power in 

institutions and organizations is distributed unequally. 

 

Individualism versus collectivism compares the degree to which people prefer to act as 

individuals rather than as members of a group.  Collectivism emphasizes a tight social 

framework in which people expect others in their group to look after and protect them. 

 

Masculinity versus femininity is the degree to which the culture favors traditional masculine 

roles such as achievement, power, and control; as opposed to viewing man and women as equals.  
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Other researchers have postulated that these concepts reflect a desire for career success versus an 

emphasis on work-life balance. 

 

Uncertainty Avoidance describes the extent to which people in a culture prefer structured over 

unstructured situations.  Cultures low on uncertainty avoidance are more accepting of ambiguity, 

are less rule oriented, take more risks, and more readily accept change. 

 

Long term versus short-term orientation measures society‘s devotion to traditional values.  

People with a long-term orientation look to the future and value thrift, persistence, and tradition.  

People with a short-term orientation value the here and now, accept change more readily, and do 

not see commitments as impediments to change. 

 

Globally, successful organizations restructure their traditional hiring and interview practices to 

account for cultural sensitivities or customary hiring practices in local markets, even if they run 

counter to established practices.  So while one larger consulting company, for instance, uses one 

standard set of criteria worldwide, local variation in hiring practices remains.  By adjusting how 

they execute interviews from one location to another, this firm‘s practices are consistent with 

research showing that it is essential to consider local culture when setting up interviews.  A 

recent study of international hiring practices focused on ―power distance‖ or the extent to which 

less powerful people in a society accept that power is distributed unequally, and ―uncertainty 

avoidance,‖ the extent to which members of a culture feel threatened by uncertain or unknown 

situations.  In societies with high power distance, it is uncommon for peers to be involved in the 

interview process, while in societies with high uncertainty avoidance, there is a greater use of 

tests during the interview process, greater number of interviews conducted for each applicant, 

and a strict auditing of the interview process.
67

  

 

Sourcing Global Talent 

 

Where will talent be plentiful?  HR firm Heidrick & Struggles offers predictions based on a 

Global Talent Index (GTI)
68

 research study it compiled with the Economist Intelligence Unit.  

The index, which covers IT talent as well as other specializations, analyzed data from 30 

countries and identified where talent is located in the world today.  According to the results, the 

U.S., U.K., Canada, Sweden and the Netherlands take the lead today, but that will shift five years 

from now toward China, Australia, France, India and South Korea.
69

 

 

China‘s pool of potential talent is enormous.  In 2003 China had roughly 8.5 million young 

professional graduates with up to seven years experience, and 1.6 million young engineers.  

Despite this apparently vast supply, multinational companies are finding that few graduates have 

the necessary skills for service occupations: educational system is biased towards theory with 

little practical experience working in projects or teams, poor English communication skills, and 

lack of experience in for profit organizations versus state-owned enterprises.
70

 

 

In China, the bid for talent has created a market with inflated titles and salaries.  Managers are 

expecting ‗outrageous‘ pay increases to switch jobs.  On the other hand, it is common for young 

managers to change jobs within one to two years; in a search for development opportunities 

rather than mere greed.
71

  In these situations, employee retention remains a great challenge. 
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Three underlying factors helped India become the clear leader.  First, was the availability of a 

highly educated, English-speaking technical workforce.  Second, were technological 

advancements such as the Internet that made it practical to communicate quickly and 

inexpensively and conduct operations seamlessly, regardless of geographic distance.  Third, was 

the existence of Indian programmers conversant in older software languages who cheaply wrote 

code eliminating the Y2K problem for mainframe users around the world.
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In terms of competitiveness measured against the needs of the companies, India university-level 

education ranks sixth and China 25
th

 among 30 nations according to the European business 

school IMD.  India also has a greater pool of available skilled workers, especially engineers, 

compared with the demand on its labor market.  IMD ranks India among the top three out of 30 

nations in terms of availability of skilled workers, while China ranks only 29
th

.  As for qualified 

engineers, India is number one.
73

 (See Exhibit 5). 

 

The Talent Management Process  

 

In a 2006 McKinsey survey, executives around the world weighed in on the forces shaping the 

global business environment.  Asked which three trends will be the most important ones for 

global business during the next five years, these executives chose two macroeconomic trends 

(the growing number of consumers in emerging economies and the shift of economic activity 

between and within regions) and a business trend (the greater ease of obtaining information and 

developing knowledge).
74

 

 

The talent management process at most companies is generally considered to include: 

 Planning 

 Recruiting 

 Selection 

 Training & Development 

 Evaluation/Performance Review 

 Rewards 

 Retention 

 

John Renfro was on the team which developed the HP HR Optimization Model (HROM).  In 

order to drive business results the HP Human Resource team decided on four key HR strategies, 

called quadrants: Productivity, Cost, Quality, and Engagement.  Into each of these strategies, 

they tucked the processes that were essential to those strategies.  For productivity, essential 

processes include workforce planning; for Quality, processes include talent management, 

staffing, and learning and development; Cost includes analyses on total cost of the workforce and 

job architecture; and Engagement includes rewards and recognition, and employee 

communications.  Though the tool is still young, Renfro says, the competitive advantage it offers 

HP is tangible.  ―There are hundreds of small opportunities to create competitive advantage, and 

if we can out ahead of the business, to kind of future-proof where our business is going, be much 

more productive in the way that we look at the workforce, I think this is a really big opportunity 

for us.‖ 
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Team members also redefined their idea of company culture to make it a key ingredient in their 

model.  It was critical to understand what it is that….employees think about when they think 

about themselves, their culture, their norms.  What is HP about?  What are some of the norms 

and differences, and how do we bring that closer to where we want to go?  Ryan Robinson, vice 

president of global functions of HR says the answer to their questions emerged when they 

focused on engagement….and defined expectations of a common HP culture in the future.  ―We 

thought the more poignant point was, if we could get the teams aligned around being more 

engaged around their goals, around what we were trying to accomplish as a company that that 

has a more universal understanding around it.‖
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All over the world employees are behaving as consumers, able to pick and choose the companies 

they work for: employers must do everything they can to cultivate a powerful, persuasive 

reputation for talent management if they are to safeguard their long-term talent resources.
77

  

 

One tactic will be the establishment of local training units in the fast growing markets.  In China, 

for example, the logistics firm DHL has already set up its own Logistics Management 

University, which teaches new recruits everything from courier business to supply chain 

management.  The downside however, will be losing staff almost as quickly as they are trained.  

Multinational operations in China contend with a 20 to 30% annual staff turnover rate and recruit 

1,000 plus employees annually.  With two years experience in logistics many employees will 

job-hop and start work for another firm, the incentive being a 50% pay increase.
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Making a Business Case for Employee Engagement 

 

Employee engagement may be defined in different terms.  Towers Perrin Global Workforce 

Study says: ―We define employee engagement as employee‘s willingness and ability to 

contribute to company success.  It is the extent to which employees ‗go the extra mile‘ and put 

discretionary effort into their work—contributing more of their energy, creativity and passion on 

the job.  In their research they have identified three dimensions: Rational, Emotional, and 

Motivational and cluster employees into four groups: Engaged, Enrolled, Disenchanted, and 

Disengaged.  Their study reveals that only one in every five workers today is giving full 

discretionary effort on the job.  This engagement gap poses a serious risk for employers because 

of the strong connection between employee engagement and company financial performance.  

The more engaged the workforce, the better the company is likely to perform on a range of key 

financial metrics.  Results for a number of countries are presented in their report.
79

   

 

Another report prepared by the Society for Human Resource Management specifies employee 

engagement as a measure of the energy and passion that employees have for their organizations.  

Engaged employees are individuals who take action to improve business results for their 

organizations.  Employee engagement is a key business driver for organizational success.  High 

levels of engagement in domestic and global firms promote retention of talent, foster customer 

loyalty and improve organizational performance and shareholder value.  A complex concept, 

engagement is influenced by many factors—from workplace culture, organizational 

communication and managerial styles to trust and respect, leadership and company reputation.
80
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The advisory firm, Hewitt, conducts a survey of many organizations to answer the question: 

What makes a Best Employer?  Using a combination of three surveys an independent panel of 

judges rated each company on employee engagement.  Ultimately, they are looking for 

organizations that are able to demonstrate a high level of employee engagement and strong 

alignment of their people practices with their business strategy.  The average score for The Best 

Employers 77%, the global average score for The Rest is 55%.  Total Shareholder Return for The 

Best Employers is 22% above average.
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Being a Best Employer requires a holistic approach to building a work environment in which 

employees are constantly engaged and committed to business success.  Best Employers employ 

leaders who are passionate about people, who are clear and concise when communicating 

strategic direction, and who possess a sound ability to execute on their people practices.  The 

report offers further clarification about Engaged Employees: ―They stay, say and strive—stay 

with and are committed to the organization, say positive things about their workplace, and strive 

to go above and beyond to deliver extraordinary work.
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Interestingly, Hewitt‘s research found that the traits of Best Employers are consistent across 

national culture, economic conditions, and political situations.  And, while the specific practices 

and programs of Best Employers may vary from country to country, at their foundation is a basic 

respect for men and women who come to work every day.  Best employers inspire people to do 

their best work, motivate them to stay with the company, and cause them to promote the 

company to their friends, family and customers.  According to Hewitt, best employers have the 

the following five characteristics: 

 

1. Inspired Leadership 

2. Unique Company Culture 

3. Focus on Growing Talent 

4. Strong Sense of Accountability 

5. Aligned HR Practices and Excellent Execution 

 

Benefits Across the Globe 

 

Australian Best Employers have stronger three- and five-year growth in revenue and profits than 

other participants in the study.  The Best Employers in Asia have significantly higher revenue 

growth.  Best Employers in Canada reap significantly higher five-year annualized total 

shareholder returns compared to companies that did not make the list. 
 

Average Employee Engagement Score 

Year Australia Canada Asia Europe 

 The Best The Rest The Best The Rest The Best The Rest The Best The Rest 

2000 72 % 57 % 72 % 58 % N/A N/A N/A N/A 

2001 76 % 56 % 79 % 62 % 83 % 52 % N/A N/A 

2003 76 % 52 % 80 % 59 % 90 % 51 % 64 % 39% 
Source: Hewitt, What makes a Best Employer?, 2004. 
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Regarding talent attraction and retention Best Employers enjoy a lower employee turnover rate 

and receive on average twice as many unsolicited applications than The Rest.  It is important to 

note that the specific areas driving engagement vary by region and/or country.  In Europe career 

opportunities are the number one driver of engagement, but in Canada and the Philippines, 

recognition has the strongest impact on worker engagement. 
83

 (See Exhibit 6 for a detailed 

explanation of Engagement Elements and Exhibit 7 for a comparison of key drivers of 

engagement). 

 

The study results in recent years indicates it is more difficult to be an employer in China than in 

other countries interested in retaining and motivating employees due to huge fluctuations in 

employee demands and huge market demand for employees.  In China, employee short term 

demands overwhelm others.  In addition to good working environments, potential career 

opportunities, nice relationships with colleagues, pay is considered the most important driver.
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A recent global workforce study by Towers Perrin illustrates the myriad of drivers in different 

countries and consider these top attraction drivers:  In Canada—competitive base pay, work/life 

balance and career advancement opportunities; in India—focus on the reputation of the 

organization as a good employer; in the United States—competitive health benefits; in 

Germany—the level of autonomy; in Japan—the caliber of he workers; and in the Netherlands—

the collaborative environment.  These differences suggest that each country and/or culture has 

certain factors seen as important in the workplace.
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For today‘s different generations, access to training and career opportunities, work/life balance 

and empowerment to make decisions are important.  Thus, to foster a culture of engagement, HR 

leads the way to design, measure and evaluate proactive workplace policies and practices that 

help to attract and retain talent with skills and competencies necessary for growth and 

sustainability.
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Satisfactory rewards and working conditions have become fairly standard in most high-

performing organizations.  Higher levels of employee engagement tend to reflect less tangible 

considerations such as a shared view of goals and ambitions, admiration for quality of leadership, 

support for the company‘s values, perceptions of openness and trust, perceived fairness regarding 

how people are treated.
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A major study of engagement by Right Management involving nearly 30,000 employees in 15 

countries worldwide suggests that an organization‘s culture can play a special role in driving 

engagement.  Engaged employees expect more than material incentives.  In fact, among the 

survey‘s more than 90 statements, the one that showed the highest correlation with engagement 

was, ―I am committed to my organization‘s core values‖ and outranked reward as an engagement 

driver by a significant margin.  It outranked every other potential driver of engagement evaluated 

by this study.
88

  

 

In 2005, when asked: ―Is employee engagement more difficult for companies that operate in 

emerging markets? Mr. Jeff Joerres, CEO of Manpower replied:  For the top companies—the 

Fortune 20—labor arbitrage is over.  It‘s already annualized and baked into their profits, and 

most of the low-value jobs have been eliminated.  Now…they are back to the basics: 
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talent….China‘s biggest challenge is line management.  You can get 1,000 workers, but who‘s 

going to manage them?  How do you find a quality assurance manager? 

 

From a search consultant‘s point of view these are the essential characteristics to look for in the 

new global leader.
89

 

 

 International literacy 

 Operating in different geographic regions 

 Understanding the cultural differences of employees and customers 

 Dealing with ambiguity—those executives who demand an excessive amount of 

certainty and rigid frameworks do not generally adapt well to the complex cultural 

patterns of working in foreign countries with different sensibilities. 

 Enjoying diversity in a psychological sense. 

 

Managing paradoxes 

 Taking a helicopter view and think strategically whilst keeping the focus on 

operational results. 

 Switching easily between different modes: from long-term thinking to short-term, and 

from cost-saving to expansion and growth. 

 The flexibility to handle these potential paradoxes is the key characteristic of future 

top executives. 

 

In India, Mr. Joerres says finding management talent is less of an issue.  The problem is attrition 

rates in call centers and transaction processing centers are out of this world—the annualized rate 

is 300 percent….But speaking more broadly, companies need to understand, in a pragmatic way, 

that labor markets are ultimately local and have local characteristics.  There are important 

differences between Bangalore and Delhi…or between Chennai and Mumbai. 

 

The classic mistake—one that‘s perpetrated again and again—is to start by bringing in an 

expatriate management team….If you are going to be in a developing market, you‘ve got to 

invest in nationals—in your own way and in keeping with the company‘s culture….Expats 

simply won‘t have the local market knowledge that national managers have.
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Generation Y 

 

Members of Generation Y (born between 1980 and 2000) are now increasing in the workforce 

population.  They were born during a time when the world was at peace, the economy was 

continually growing, and technology was developing at an ever-quickening pace.  These factors 

make Gen-Y more confident and optimistic than their elders, they are sensitive to new 

techniques, they are enterprising, they pursue independence and achievement, they hope to enjoy 

work instead of being controlled by it; they expect pain and gain to be proportional, they have a 

more encompassing view of cultural values.   

 

A 2008 research study of 9,156 questionnaires sponsored by IBM, Universum, and Egon 

Zehnder found members of Gen-Y have high hopes for themselves.  They generally lack 
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patience and hope that they can strike a balance between their lives and their work.  They require 

a lot of guidance in their work and pay great attention to the social responsibilities of the 

companies for which they choose to work.  They have the Internet and other modern 

technologies at their fingertips and greatly value team spirit.  These findings applied to Gen-Y in 

all the countries represented in the survey.  In addition, Chinese members of Gen-Y have their 

own distinct characteristics.  Buying a home is their greatest concern; they feel uncertain about 

the future; when looking for a job, they place great emphasis on salary; they have high 

expectations about the training and development opportunities that companies provide; being 

promoted is the greatest motivational factor in their respective careers; they are economically 

dependent on their parents; yet they depend on their friends and classmates for career advice.
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The Benefits of Scale 

 

As the world‘s number one high tech company, HP has much to offer its employees around the 

world.  HP‘s size provides many benefits of scale.  Srikanth Karra, Director of human resources, 

HP India, indicates that the company is consistently strengthening its employee value 

proposition.  HP has a branded employee programme to maximize internal movement (lateral 

and promotions) which includes career development roadmaps, job rotation and learning/skills 

development.  ―HP employees have a minimum of 40 hours of training annually and they can 

pick and choose their specific areas of interest.  One of the biggest advantages the company has 

is that it is one of the few information technology companies to operate across a gamut of the 

business from services to hardware and software.  Like many of its peers, HP also offers internal 

job movements, with an opportunity to move across functions and, thereby find newer 

challenges‖ Karra adds. 
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Looking Forward 

 

Mr. Renfro meets with HP business leaders and his staff.  HP‘s strategy is expanding in this 

highly competitive IT industry to become a vertically integrated, full-service provider with 

expanded offerings in software, networking and mobility. It has acquired many large companies 

recently which have expanded its workforce and brought leadership changes as well.  

 

As HP plans to respond to the challenges it faces and drive continued leadership, its workforce 

strategy needs to advance lock-step. HP‘s HR team will need to develop a plan to support the 

business managers as they implement this new corporate strategy. How will HP ensure they have 

the strongest employer brand in the industry – able to attract, develop, engage and retain quality 

talent?  

 Which skill sets are most critical for HP to recruit today and in the future? Where will 

they find these prospective employees?  

 How will they ensure they attract the best recruits and successfully integrate them into 

HP‘s culture? 

 How will HP foster new levels of employee engagement as they focuses on this expanded 

strategy? 

 How should HP focus on investing in its people while still maintaining operational and 

cost discipline? 
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 Should HP consider new ways to measure the productivity of its workforce, given the 

large, disparate functions across the company? 

 

Given so many changes in the workforce with acquisitions, new-hires and geographic expansion, 

how does HP ensure that all employees feel connected and integrated with HP‘s brand and 

culture while driving improved productivity?   How does HP‘s People Strategy become a critical 

enabler of HP‘s business strategy?  
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Exhibit 1. 
 

 
Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, ―Staying the course for globalization: A business imperative,‖ 2009.
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Exhibit 2. 
 

 
Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, ―Staying the course for globalization: A business imperative.‖ 2009. 
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Exhibit 3. 
 

 
Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, ―Staying the course for globalization: A business imperative.‖ 2009. 
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Exhibit 4. 
 

Objectives of the HP Company established in 1996. 

 

1. Profit.  To recognize that profit is the best single measure of our contribution to 

society and the ultimate source of our strength.  We should attempt to achieve the 

maximum possible profit consistent with our other objectives. 

2. Customers.  To strive for continual improvement in the quality, usefulness, and value 

of the products and services we offer to our customers. 

3. Field of Interest.  To concentrate our efforts, continually seeking new opportunities 

for growth but limiting our involvement to fields in which we have capability and can 

make a contribution. 

4. Growth.  To emphasize growth as a measure of strength and a requirement for 

survival. 

5. Employees.  To provide employment opportunities for HP people that include the 

opportunity to share in the company‘s success, which they help make possible.  To 

provide them job security based on performance, and to provide the opportunity for 

personal satisfaction that come from a sense of accomplishment in their work. 

6. Organization.  To maintain an organizational environment that fosters individual 

motivation, initiative and creativity, and a wide latitude of freedom in working toward 

established objectives and goals. 

7. Citizenship.  To meet the obligations of good citizenship by making contributions to 

the community and to the institutions in our society which generate the environment 

in which we operate. 

 

Source: David Packard, The HP Way.  New York, NY: HarperBusiness, 1995, pp. 80-82. 
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Exhibit 5. 
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Exhibit 6.  Source: Hewitt, What makes a Best Employer?, 2004. 
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Exhibit 7.  Source: Hewitt, What makes a Best Employer?, 2004. 
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